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"I, Jeronimus, am a man of phials, a measurer of powders on bronze scales, a potion brewer, an opium and
arsenic merchant. The primped and perfumed Amsterdam burghers came to me in droves requiring cures for
fevers, love balms, the miscarriage of a bastard child, and, of course, poisons. Ah, poisons."

So speaks Jeronimus Cornelisz, a thirty-year-old apothecary who transforms before our eyes into a
murderous madman.
The Company is a novel based on the 1629 voyage of the Dutch East India Company flagship Batavia, bound
for the colonies with a cargo of untold riches. Among the passengers is Cornelisz, a man ousted from polite
society by sordid rumors of necromancy. Corrupt to the very marrow of his soul, Cornelisz considers himself
God's equal, the rightful heir to gold, silver -- even another man's wife. So twisted is he by lust and greed that
he incites a mutiny, running the ship aground on a reef.
All is lost -- the ship is wrecked, its passengers dying, the treasure trashed at the bottom of the sea. "The
apothecary will heal us," the survivors pray, believing themselves lucky to be alive. In the name of
benevolence, Cornelisz seizes command of their island refuge. The brave castaways stir with hope -- until
the killing begins. For forty frenzied days, Cornelisz decides who shall live and who shall die, leaving his
victims with just one wish -- that they had gone down with the ship.
Soaked with the blood of the innocent and the wicked, The Company plunges, with the weight of history,
deep into the heart of darkness.
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From reader reviews:

Carrie Wakefield:

The book The Company can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. Why then must we leave a very important thing like a book The Company? Some of you have a
different opinion about publication. But one aim that will book can give many info for us. It is absolutely
suitable. Right now, try to closer using your book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, you are able to
give for each other; you are able to share all of these. Book The Company has simple shape but you know: it
has great and big function for you. You can search the enormous world by start and read a book. So it is very
wonderful.

Sally Staten:

The reserve with title The Company includes a lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a lot
of profit after read this book. This kind of book exist new knowledge the information that exist in this book
represented the condition of the world currently. That is important to yo7u to be aware of how the
improvement of the world. This book will bring you within new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the
e-book on your own smart phone, so you can read that anywhere you want.

Claudia Weidner:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to pick book like comic,
short story and the biggest the first is novel. Now, why not hoping The Company that give your fun
preference will be satisfied by simply reading this book. Reading habit all over the world can be said as the
method for people to know world far better then how they react toward the world. It can't be explained
constantly that reading routine only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who wants to possibly
be success person. So , for all you who want to start reading as your good habit, you may pick The Company
become your current starter.

David Stephenson:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you actually, why because this The Company guide written by well-
known writer who knows well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who also read the
book. Written in good manner for you, dripping every ideas and publishing skill only for eliminate your
current hunger then you still question The Company as good book not only by the cover but also from the
content. This is one book that can break don't judge book by its protect, so do you still needing one more
sixth sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already said so why you have
to listening to another sixth sense.
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